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ABSTRACT
This  thesis  explores  what  effect  educational  efforts  and  other
interventions  had  on the  detection  and  reporting  of child  abuse  by emergency
room  personnel  at a loca!  hospital.  This  was  accomplished  by examining  a
random  sample  of children's  medical  records  prior  to and  after  hospital
educational  efforts.
It was  hypothesized  that  all children  seen  in the  emergency  room  after
the  in-service  whose  condition  or circumstance  were  reportable  as child
maltreatment,  were  reported  to the  appropriate  child  protection  agency.  In the
sample  records,  it appeared  that  the  most  obvious  cases  of child  abuse  were
identified  and  reported.  However,  lack  of documentation  on child  abuse
screening  made  it impossible  to support  the  hypothesis.  Based  on this  finding,
it was  recommended  that  a protocol  and  screening  procedure  for  abuse  be
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SECTION  ONE:  INTRODUCTION
Overview
Using  a random  sample  of children's  medical  records,  this  study
examines  the child  abuse  reporting  behavior  of the emergency  room  personnel
at a major  metropolitan  hospital  in Minnesota.  This  study  is particularly  relevant
to the field  of social  work  because  reports  of child  abuse  by social  workers,
physicians,  mental  health  professionals  and educators  have  been  on the rise
for  the past  several  years.  The  history  of child  abuse  reporting,  a review  of
relevant  child  abuse  statistics,  and the establishment  of a framework  for
studying  the reporting  behavior  of emergency  room  personnel  at a suburban
hospital  will be highlighted.  A discussion  of the purpose  of the  study  upon
which  this  thesis  is based  concludes  the section.
Historical  Components
Child  abuse  is a social  problem  that  has been  documented  ...as  far back
as records  have  been  kept"  (Nelson,  1984,  p. 5). However,  the maltreatment  of
children  has not always  been  a widely  discussed  public  issue.  In previous
decades,  child-rearing  was  believed  to have  been  the sole  business  of parents.
In the patriarchal  family  system,  children  were  considered  to be "property."  It
was  accepted  that  whatever  discipline  was  "inflicted"  behind  the  walls  of one's
home  was  no one  else's  business.  These  beliefs  and  attitudes  contributed  to
the  denial  that  a child  abuse  problem  existed.  Elizabeth  Elmer  (1967)
suggested  an additional  reason  for  this  phenomenon:  "We  resent  evidence  that
vindictive  impulses  exist  in others  and may  therefore  exist  in ourselves.  Hence
the 'cloak  of silence'  and  the determined  actions  to eliminate  or disregard  the
evidence"  (p. 20).
total  cases  reported  in any  given  year  (Wattenberg  & Cassidy,  1992).  A
The  "cloak  of silence"  was  broken  in 5 962  when  Dr. C. H. Kempe  and
associates  published  the article,  "The  Battered-Child  Syndrome."  This  article,
directed  at physicians,  stressed  the incidence,  identification,  and management
of child  abuse  cases  by physicians  (Journal  of the  American  Medical
Association,  1962).  The Kempe  et al.  paper  and  the editorial  that  followed
painted  a memorable  impression  of the severity  of child  abuse  in America:  "It is
likely  that  [the battered  child  syndrome]  will be found  to be a more  frequent
cause  of death  than  such  well  recognized  and  thoroughly  studied  diseases  as
leukemia,  cystic  fibrosis,  and muscular  dystrophy...  (Journal  of the  American
Medical  Association  Editorial,  1962,  p. 42). The  impact  of all forms  of child
abuse,  including  neglect,  sexual  and emotional  abuse  was  just  beginning  to be
identified  and understood.
In the  early  1 960's,  Dr. Kempe  and  his associates  convinced  the United
States  Children's  Bureau  to publish  a model  law  that  required  physicians  to
report  child  physical  abuse.  In less  than  five years,  all fiffy  states  had adopted
laws  based  on that  model.  Since  then,  these  laws  have  been  expanded  to
include  other  mandated  reporters  and  the reporting  of all types  of child  abuse.
Reporting  laws  have  brought  the problem  of child  abuse  to the attention
of the professional  community.  This  community  has responded  by studying  the
complexities  of child  abuse,  including  documentation  of reporting  and
substantiation  rates.  In a 1991 report  by the Children's  Defense  Fund,  it was
found  that  2.4 million  children  in the United  States  were  reported  abused  or
neglected  in 1989.  This  represents  a 1 0% increase  over  the 1988  statistics.
In Minnesota,  there  were  more  than  9,000  cases  of substantiated  child
abuse  from  1984-1990.  Depending  on the type  of abuse,  (physical,  sexual,
emotional  or neglect),  the cases  substantiated  represent  only  32-61  % of the
3substantiateid  case  means  that  "evidence"  was  found  by child  protection
workers  to "prove"  that  the abuse  ocurred.  This  evidence  includes  physical
signs  of trauma  such  as bruising,  broken  bones,  swelling,  internal  injuries,  and
. tearing  of the rectum  or vaginal  areas.  If no evidence  of this  kind  is found
during  the irivestigation,  reports  are rarely  substantiated  unless  the child
verbally  acknowledges  that  the abuse  occurred.  However,  even  if a verbal
statement  is made  by the victim,  cases  are not always  substantiated.  When
interpreting  1(he number  of substantiated  cases,  the reader  needs  to recognize
that  the actual  incident  rate  is higher.
Child  Abuse  Reporting  in Hospitals
In Minnesota,  the reporting  law is statute  626.556,  Reporting  of
Maltreatmerit  of Minors  (1990).  (See  appendix  A). This  statute  defines  child
abuse  reporting  requirements  and outlines  the respionsibilities  of mandated
reporters.  Subdivision  3 specifically  identifies  individuals  who  are mandated  to
report  suspected  cases  of child  abuse  and neglect.  The  law is especially
relevant  to this  study  because  many  mandated  reporters,  including  social
workers,  nurses,  chaplains,  and  physicians,  are employed  in hospitals.
Hospital  emer;)ency  rooms  are frequently  the entry  point  into  the child
protection  system  for  children  who  are abused  or neglected.  Kaplan  & Zitron
(1983)  noted  that  "Hospitals  are in a position  not only  to report  children  as
abused,  but also  to assess,  formulate  treatment  plans  for, and  then  to provide
treatment  for  abused  children  and  their  families"  (P. 261 ). Although  hospitals
may  be in this  position,  they  often  fail short  in providing  services  beyond  making
an initial  report.
The  need  to address  child  abuse  reporting  in hospitals  is well
documented  in research.  Orr  (1978)  noted  that  "Physicians  are constantly
underrepresented  in their  roles  as reporters  of the sexually  abused  child"  (p.
817).  Citing  the  American  Humane  Association  (1983),  Saulsbury  & Campbell
(1985)  noted  that  although  physicians  are in the unique  position  of
encountering  child  abuse  and are qualified  to diagnose  the problem,
...physicians  contribute  a small  percentage  of child  abuse  reports  to central
registries  nationwide"  (p. 393). The  importance  of the role of social  workers  in
detection  and reporting  was  emphasized  by Oasheim  (1989)  who  stated,  "Many
physicians  lack  the necessary  training,  or are unwilling  to take  the extra  time  to
diagnose  the abused  child. This  puts  greater  responsibility  on the nurse,  social
worker  or other  staff  who  observe  adverse  symptoms  in the emergency  room"
(p. 3).  Because  child  abuse  is a potentially  life threatening  issue,  mandated
reporters  have  a responsibi!ity  to develop  the necessary  skii(s  to detect  and
report  suspected  cases  of child  abuse  and neglect.
Purpose
The  purpose  of the research  conducted  for  this  thesis  was  to explore
what  effect  hospital  educational  efforts  and other  interventions  had on the
detection  and  reporting  of child  abuse  by emergency  room  personnel.  This
was  accomplished  by examining  a random  sample  of children's  medical
records  prior  to and  affer  hospital  education  and interventions.
Background
The  research  was  conducted  by this  author  at a major  metropolitan
hospital  in Minnesota.  Based  upon  the observations  of social  service  personnel
at this  hospital,  an assumption  was  made  that  there  was  a problem  with  the
identification  and reporting  of child  abuse  cases.  To address  this  problem,  a
multi-disciplinary  child  abuse  team  was  established.  This  team  developed  a
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strategy  to educate  staff  in the recognition  and reporting  of child  abuse  cases.
The  strategy  included:
1 ) The  development  of an educational  component  of the research  team.
The  team  reviewed  reported  cases  of child  abuse  and  gave  suggestions  on
what,  if anything,  might  have  been  handled  differently.  As it relates  to the
current  study,  a function  of designated  team  members  was  to address
detection/reporting  problems  with  the attending  emergency  room  personnel.
2) The  addition  of an on-call  social  worker  who  is available  to the
emergency  room  from  4 pm - 8 am weekdays  and 24 hours/day  on weekends.
The  social  work  staff  was  also  available  during  regular  business  hours  to assist
emergency  room  personnel  in handling  suspected  cases  of child  abuse.
3) A hospital  wide  in-service  on the detection  of child  abuse  was
presented.  The  objective  of this  training  was  for  the participants  to be able  to
identify  the  physical  and psychosocial  signs  of child  abuse.  Emergency  room
personnel  were  in attendance  at this  in-service.  (See  appendix  B for  program
overview).
4) Development  of a child  abuse  reporting  protocol.  (See  appendix  C).
Other  initiatives  that  ocurred  after  the  dates  of this  study  include:
1 ) training  on the detection  of child  abuse  was  offered  to
physicians;
2) in addition  to 24 hour  on-call  social  work  staff,  an on-site
emergency  room  social  worker  was  added  24 hours  per  week;
3) social  service  staff  received  training  on interviewing
families  and victims  of suspected  child  abuse.
While  the child  abuse  team  is to be commended  for  addressing  this
issue,  they  have  no data  about  the level  of reporting  versus  the actual  number
of abuse  cases,  (i.e. baseline  data),  prior  to the implementation  of the  teaching
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interventions.  In essence,  there  are no empirical  data  to validate  that  the
problem  of under-reporting  actually  exists.  In addition,  there  are no data
regarding  the  effectiveness  of the  training  that  has been  implemented.
Therefore,  the  child  abuse  team  is unable  to assess  whether  the  training  that
was  provided  resulted  in an increase  in the detection  and reporting  of child
abuse  cases.  This  study  will provide  the  team  and hospital  with  information
possibly  connected  with  the outcomes  of their  interventions.  It should  be noted
that  as an observer/participant,  this  author  joined  the child  abuse  team  in
October  1992  with  the responsibility  of conducting  the current  research.
Summary
Child  abuse  reporting  became  mandatory  in most  states  by the mid
sixties.  Since  that  time,  reports  of child  abuse  have  been  rising;  some  theorize
this  is due  to increased  reporting.  Others  suspect  that  this  is due  to an increase
in actual  child  abuse  cases.  Because  hospitals  are frequently  entry  points  into
the child  protection  system  for  children  who  are abused  or neglected,  hospital
staff  need  to be skilled  at the  detection  and reporting  of child  abuse.  The
purpose  of this  study  is to explore  what  affect,  if any,  hospital  education  on child
abuse  had on the detection  and reporting  of child  abuse  by emergency  room
personnel.
SECTION  TWO:  REVIEW  OF THE  LITERATURE
Overview
The  following  review  of literature  points  out relevant issues related to the
reporting  of child  abuse  by mandated  reporters.  In addition,  the  difficulty  in
defining  abuse  and  its affects  on reporting  are identified. Research findings
from  relevant  studies  which  used  medical  record  review  as the primary data
collection  tool  are also  examined.
Hospital  Based  Study
Hampton  & Newberger  (1985)  analyzed  child  abuse  reporting patterns
in hospitats.  Using  multivariate  analysis,  the researchers  examined  race,
income,  severity  of impairment,  and child's  age  and  sex  among  other  variables.
They  found  that  the  ...type  of abuse,  household  income,  the mothers  role in the
abuse  and  race"  had  the most  impact  on child  abuse  reporting  in hospitals  (p.
57). The  implications  of this  study  are apparent;  over-reporting  by class  and
race  SuggestS  that  there  may' be under-reporting  in white affluent communities.
These  findings  could  lead  one  to mistakenly  frame  child  abuse  as a non-white
and poor  family  issue  (Newberger  & Hampton,  1985).
Use of Medical  Records  for Research
Studies  which  have  been  designed  utilizing  the examination  of medical  "
records  are common.  In a study  by Orr  (1978),  it was  noted  that  in cases  related
to sexual  abuse,  95%  of the charts  examined  were  missing  social  histories  and
46'/o  had incomplete  information  about  the presenting  illness.  While
specifically  examining  social  data  in pediatric  records,  Chamberlin,  (1971)
found  that  only  29%  of the charts  reviewed  had sufficient  information  regarding
child  and  family  functioning.  Chamberlin  (1971  ) also  noted  that  the lack  of
social  information  could  contribute  to the failure  of medical  personnel  to
recognize  the potential  link  between  social  factors  and  the presenting  medical
problems.
Chart  review  may  not always  provide  an accurate  representation  of the
patient-doctor  exchange.  Russo,  Gururas,  Laude,  Rajkumar  & Ventre  (1975)
noted  a major  drawback  when  using  medical  records:  "One  of the unavoidable
deficiencies  of any method  utilizing  a review  of the chart  is the failure  of the
health  professional  to write  notes  that  include  all pertinent  information  secured
and  that  at the same  time  are completely  accurate"  (p. 253).  However,  Lyons
and  Payne  (1974)  argue  that  good  chart  documentation  is related  to quality
services.
Reporting  IsSues
Current  literature  suggests  that  child  abuse  is difficult  to define  (Hampton
& Newberger,  1985;  Hutchinson,  1990;  Zellman,  1990  & Zellman  & Antler,
1990).  Hutchinson  (1990)  stated  that:
One  might  assume  that  clarity  exists  regarding  the definition  of child
maltreatment  since  child  abuse  and  neglect  are against  the law and  both
the legal  and  welfare  systems  actively  participate  in protective  services.
This  clarity,  however,  does  not exist  (p. 60).
Vague  definitions  leave  mandated  reporters  ...considerable  leeway  in deciding
whether  abuse  or neglect  has occurred,  and if so, whether  or not it is reportable"
(Zellman,  1990,  p. 325).
Failing  to report  suspected  child  abuse  could  result  in the  injury  or death
of a child  (Besharov,  1990).  Various  studies  have  examined  the possible
reasons  for  underreporting.  The  research  suggests  that  mandated  reporters
failed  to make  reports  to child  protection  agencies  because  they  felt it might
harm  the  family  (Kalichman,  Craig,  & Follingstad,  1 990;  Zellman,  1990).
Kalichman  et al.  (1990)  also  found  that  the greatest  predictor  of reporting
behavior  was  the confidence  that  the professional  had in the likelihood  that
abuse  was  occurring.  The  higher  the confidence  level,  the more  likely  they  were
to report.  Kalichman  et al. (1990)  also noted  that  other  variab(es  such  as
confidentiality,  the effects  of reporting  on treatment  and  characteristics  related  to
the  family,  the abuse  situation  and  the professional  effect  child  abuse  reporting
(Nightingale  & Walker,  1 986;  Muehleman  & Kimmons,  1981  ; Pope,  Tabachnick,
& Keith-Spiegel,  j987).
Other  studies  have  described  the ethical  decision  that  is faced  by
professionals  in the mental  health  field  (Bromley  & Riolo,  1989  & Zellman  &
Antler,  1990).  When  information  is shared  with  a mental  health  professional
that  indicates  a child  might  be in an abusive  situation,  the  therapist  finds
him/herself  in the position  of needing  to violate  patient  confidentiality  in order  to
make  a report.  This  ethica(  di(emma  may  resu(t  in underreporting  (Bromley  &
Riolo,  1989).
In a study  of reporting  behaviors  of physicians,  Saulsbury  & Campbell
(1985)  found  that  91 % of physical  abuse  and 92%  of sexual  abuse  cases  were
reported.  They  also  found  that  physicians  were  less  likely  to report  neglect  and
emotional  abuse.  The  two  most  common  reasons  for  not reporting  these  cases
were  the reluctance  to report  because  of uncertainty  and  the feeling  that  the
issue  could  be resolved  without  child  protective  services.  It is important  to note
that  this  was  a self-report  by physicians  relying  on their  memories.  In addition,
definitions  of child  abuse  were  not provided  to the physicians.
Other  research  findings  suggest  that  abuse  is under-reported  by
physicians.  James,  Womack  & Stauss  (1978)  found  that  child  sexual  abuse  is
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not being  reported  consistently  by physicians.  The reasons  cited  for
underreporting  included  the belief  that  a report  could  cause  harm  to the family
or  that  the issue  could  be resolved  without  outside  intervention.
Zellman  & Antler  (1 990)  found  that  many  professionals  decided  not to
report  based  on their  own  past  negative  experiences  with  child  protective
services.  These  negative  experiences,  among  others,  included  communication
problems  and  mishandling  of cases.
Besharov  (1990)  however,  has a different  view  of under-reporting.  He
stated  that  one  of the  variables  affecting  reporting  is that  mandated  reporters
are unaware  of the  child  protective  service  system  and  procedures.  He noted
that  "...the  best  way  to encourage  more  complete  and more  appropriate
reporting  is through  increased  public  and professional  understanding"  (p. 38).
Because  the child  abuse  team  at the hospital  in this  study  took  an educational
approach  in dealing  with  reporting,  it appears  that  the team  shares  Besharov's
VleW.
Summary
Current  research  regarding  the reasons  for  under-reporting  of child
abuse  falls  short  of giving  an answer  for  this  complex  problem.  Personal
beliefs,  ethics,  knowledge  and confidence,  among  other  factors,  guide  the
mandated  reporter  in making  a decision  about  whether  or not  to report  a
situation.  Confusion  among  mandated  reporters  over  just  what  constitutes  child
abuse  also  complicates  the reporting  issue.  The  research  design  used  to
address  the potential  issue  of under-reporting  at a major  metropolitan  hospita[









































































































































































































































age,  sex,  race,  residence,  diagnosis,  and  allegation.
3) the  qualitative  difference  in the detection  and reporting  behavior  of
emergency  room  personnel  prior  to and  after  the hospital  education  on
detecting  and reporting  child  abuse.
In addition  to the record  analysis,  this  author  intentionally  pulled  out  of
the  samp(e  two  case  studies  of reported  child  abuse,  one  prior  to the  training
and  one  after  the  training.  This  was  done  to study  and  describe  the  differences
in the hospital  employees'  compliance  to the child  abuse  protocol.  (See
appendix  C).
Hypothesis
This  author  initially  hypothesized  that  all children  seen  in the emergency
room  after  the in-service,  whose  condition  or circumstance  were  reportable  as
child  maltreatment,  were  reported  to the appropriate  child  protection  agency.
Definition  of Key Terms
The  concept  of child  abuse  is difficult  to operationalize.  Child  abuse  is
"...neither  theoretically  or clinically  well  defined..."  (Hampton  & Newberger,
1985,  p. 57). For  the purposes  of this  study,  child  abuse  will include  physical
abuse,  sexual  abuse,  and neglect.  The  specific  definitions  of these  terms  are
taken  from  Minnesota  Statute  626.556,  subdivision  2, the Reporting  of
Maltreatment  of Minors,  (1990):
"Sexual  abuse"  means  the subjection  of a child  by a person  responsible
for  the  child's  care,  or by a person  in a position  of authority,  as defined  in
section  609.341,  subdivision  10,  to any  act which  constitutes  a violation
of section  609.342,  609.343,  609.344  or 609.345.  Sexual  abuse  also
includes  any act which  involves  a minor  which  constitutes  a violation  of
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sections  609.321  to 609.324  or 61 7.246.  Sexual  abuse  includes
threatened  sexual  abuse.
"Neglect"  means  failure  by a person  responsible  for  a child's  care
to supply  a child  with  necessary  food,  clothing,  shelter  or medical  care
when  reasonably  able  to do so or failure  to protect  a child  from  conditions
or actions  which  imminently  and  seriously  endanger  the  child's  physical
or  mental  health  when  reasonably  able  to do so....Neglect  includes
prenatal  exposure  to a controlled  substance,  as defined  in section
253B.02,  subdivision  2, used  by the  mother  for  a nonmedical  purpose,  as
evidenced  by withdrawal  symptoms  in the  child  at birth,  results  of a
toxicology  test  performed  on the  mother  at delivery  or  the  child  at birth,  or
medical  effects  or developmental  delays  during  the  child's  first  year  of life
that  medically  indicate  prenatal  exposure  to a controlled  substance.
Neglect  also  means  "medical  neglect"  as defined  in section  260.015,
subdivision  2a,  clause  (5).
"Physical  abuse"  means  any  physical  or mental  injury,  or
threatened  injury,  inflicted  by a person  responsible  for  the  child's  care  on
a child  other  than  by accidental  means,  or any  physical  or mental  injury
that  cannot  reasonably  be explained  by the  child's  history  of injuries,  or
any  aversive  or deprivation  procedures  that  have  not  been  authorized
under  section  245.825.  (See  appendix  A for  the  full  text  of Minnesota
statute  626.556).
It should  be noted  that  the  definition  of child  abuse  provided  in state  law
is reflective  of the  dominant  cultural  perspective.  Some  practices  that  are
considered  to be abusive  in the  dominant  culture  may  not  be viewed  as abuse
in other  cultures.  Similarly,  other  cultures  may  define  abuse  in such  a way  that
practices  that  are  not seen  as abusive  in the  dominant  culture  in the  United
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States  are viewed  as abusive  in other  cultures.  Hence,  the  definition  of child
abuse  is a highly  subjective  and  culturally  specific  process.
Mandated  reporters  is an additional  term  requiring  definition.  Minnesota
statute,  626.556,  subdivision  3 (1990)  defines  a mandated  reporter  as:  ...1 ) a
professional  or professional's  delegate  who  is engaged  in the practice  of the
healing  arts,  social  services,  hospital  administration,  psychological  or
psychiatric  treatment,  child  care,  education,  or law enforcement;  or 2) employed
as a member  of the clergy  and received  the information  while  engaged  in
ministerial  duties...  Because  children  seen  in the emergency  room  of hospitals
routinely  have  contact  with  a doctor  or nurse,  it is logical  to assume  that  the
child  will have  had contact  with  at least  one mandated  reporter.
Medical  Record  Review
In reviewing  the medical  records  to assess  whether  or not a potentially
reportable  case  of child  abuse  existed,  the Minnesota  statute  definitions  were
used  as a guideline.  In addition,  the Protective  Intervention  Assessment,
obtained  from  the Minnesota  Department  of Human  Services  (date  unknown)
was  also  used  as a guideline.  The Protective  Intervention  Scale  provides
information  which  helps  to identify  the "standard"  signs  of maltreatment  of
children  and  describes  various  risk  factors.  (See  appendix  D).
In order  to collect  other  relevant  data  from  the medical  records,  a case
information  sheet  was  designed.  (See  appendix  E). Specific  information  about
the population  was  collected  by using  the nominal  measures  of sex,  race,
residence,  diagnosis,  and  allegation.  A ratio  measure  of age  was  also
obtained.
The  data  collected  was  subjected  to descriptive  statistics.
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SECTION  FOUR:  FINDINGS
Overview
The  following  section  outlines  the research  findings.  Percentages  were
used  to describe  the  variables  of the sample  population  including  sex,  age,
race,  residence,  and diagnosis.  In addition,  two  case  examples  of reporting
situations  are compared  to a hospital  checklist  for  reporting  abuse.
Sex
The  sample  selected  prior  to training  was  comprised  of 52%  males  and
48%  females.  The  second  sample  WaS compr!sed  Of 60'/o  males  and  40'/0
females.  (See  table  1 below).  In both samples,  more  boys'  than  girls'  charts
were  reviewed.
TABLEI
Percentage  of Males  and Females  in Sample
Prior  to and After  Training
Percentage  of Total
Sex Prigr At(Br
Male 52%  (n=26) 60%  (n=30)
Female 48%'(n.24) 40%  (n=20)
Age
The  median  age  of children  whose  records  were  reviewed  was  3.5  years  of
age in the  sample  selected  prior  to training  and  5.5 years  of age  affer  the
training.  In both  samples,  the mode  was  less  than  one year  of age.  Prior  to
training,  22%  of cases  reviewed  were  less  than  one  year  old while  16o/o of
17
cases  reviewed  after  the  training  were  less  than  one  year  old. (See  table  2).
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TABLE2
Distribution  of Ages
Samples  Prior  to and  Affer  Training
Percentage  of Total
Age Prigr AfjBr
<1 22% 1 6'/0
1 8% 1 0%
2 1 2% 6%
3 8% 4%












16 6% 1 0%
17 2% 4%
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In both samples,  the majority  of children's  charts  reviewed  indicated
residence  in a Minneapolis  suburb.  Eighty-six  percent  of the charts  reviewed  in
the pre-training  sample  and 80% of the charts  in the post-training  sample
indicated  a Minneapolis  suburb  as their  residence.  (See table  5). Minneapolis
proper  was  the second  largest  residence  grouping  with 1 0% from the pre-
training  sample  and 14%  from the post-training  sample.
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TABLE5
Distribution  bv Residence
Prior  to and  After  Training
Percentage  of Total
Residence Prigr Af(Br
Minneapolis  Suburb 86%  (n=43) 80%(n=40)
Minneapolis 10%  (n=.5) 1 4%(n=7)
St Paul o (n=0) 2%(n=1)
St Paul  suburb o (n=0) 0 (n=0)
MN outstate 2%  (n=1  ) 2%(n=1)
Non-MN 2%  (n=1  ) 2%  (n=l  )
Diagnosis
Diagnoses  were  divided  into  accidental  and  non-accidental  for  the  purposes
of this  study.  Non-accidental  diagnoses  accounted  for  62%  of the  pre-training
and  only  30%  of the  post-training  group.  (See  table  6).
TABLE6
Percentage  of Non-Accidental  vs.
Accidental  Diagnoses
Prior  to and  After  Training
Percentage  of Total
Type Prior AT(@r
Non-accidental 62%  (N=31  ) 30%  (N=1  5)
Accidental 38%  (N.19) 70%  (N=35)
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non-accidental  injuries,  motor  vehicle  accident  injuries,  and  one  case  where
adequate  documentation  was  provided  by an outside  source.  (See  table  9).
Eighteen  percent  of the  cases  in the  pre-training  sample  were  accidental
injuries  experienced  by children  < 8 years  of age  while  5 6%  of the  cases
reviewed  were  accidental  injuries  experienced  by children  9-17  years  of age.
In the  post-training  group,  36%  of the  sample  were  accidental  injuries
experienced  by children  < 8 years  of age  while  24%  of the  cases  reviewed  were
accidental  injuries  experienced  by children  9-17  years  of age.
The  three  remaining  categories  (non-accidental,  motor  vehicle  accidents,
and  the  one  case  where  adequate  documentation  was  provided),  were
excluded  from  the  description  of the  documentation  findings.  The  rationale  for
this  is that  non-accidental  illnesses  and  motor  vehicle  accidents  are  not likely
due  to child  maltreatment  and  do not  generally  require  a physician,  nurse  or
social  worker  to watch  for  patterns  that  would  indicate  that  the  illness  was
consistent  with  the  explanation  given.  Furthermore,  for  the  purposes  of this
study,  it was  assumed  that  non-accidental  illnesses  were  not  indicators  of child
abuse.  This  assumption  presents  a study  limitation  which  will  be discussed
elsewhere  in this  paper.
two-thirds  of this  group  were  5 years  of age or younger.  (See  table  10).
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TABLE9
Categories  of Illness  and  Accident
Prior  to and  After  Training
Percentage  of Total
Categorv Prigr  At(@r
< 8 yrs-accidental  injuries I8%  36%
9-17  yrs-accidental  injuries 16%  24%
Non-accidental 62% 30%
Motor  vehicle  accident 2% 1 0%
Adequate  documentation 2%
The  chart  documentation  was  evaluated  using  a guideline  presented  by Dr.
Robert  Segal,  a local  pediatrician  with  expertise  in child  abuse.  The  criteria
consists  of examining  whether  the injury  is consistent  with  the explanation
given.  In children's  charts  <8  years  of age,  none  of the charts  in either  the pre
or post-training  groups  had a statement  by the physician  or nurse  that  the
accidental  injury  was  consistent  with  the explanation  given.  As will be
discussed  later,  this  lack  of documentation  made  it difficult  to rule out possible
child  abuse.  Of the charts  reviewed  of children  <8  with  accidental  injuries
(36%)  in the post-training  group,  28%  were  under  the age of one.  In addition,
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TABLEIO
Frequency  of Ages  of Children  in ChartS  Reviewed
Accidental  Category  < 8 Years  in Post-Training  Sample










As with  the  younger  children's  charts,  none  of the older  children's  charts
reviewed  (ages  9-17)  in the accidental  diagnosis  group  had a statement  by the
physician  or nurse  that  the accidental  injury  was  consistent  with  the explanation
given.
Case  Examples
Using  the hospital  checklist  for  dealing  with  child  abuse  as a guideline,  the
reporting  of two  suspected  child  abuse  cases  which  appeared  in the random
sample  was  compared.  One  case  of suspected  child  abuse  appeared  in the
sample  drawn  prior  to training  (#1 ); the second  one (#2) was  found  in the post-
training  sample.  It is important  to note  that  the checklist  was  first  developed  and
implemented  in July  1992  and was  not available  to personnel  for  the  case
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Percentage  of Reporting  Steps  Completed
Prior  to and  after  training
Category Prigr  Af(Br
Steps  completed 43%  46%
Incomplete  steps 57%  54%
Summary
The  majority  of charts  reviewed  were  those  of white  children,  aged  d  -8 years
who  resided  in a Minneapolis  suburb.  Thirty-six  percent  of the  children  in the
pre-training  sample  and  70%  in the  post-training  sample  presented  with
accidental  injuries.
Using  two  case  studies  of reporting  situations,  it was  noted  that  there  was  a
slight  increase  in the  post-training  sample  in the  total  number  of steps
completed.  In the  following  section,  the  significance  of these  findings  will  be
discussed.
SECTION  FIVE: DISCUSSION
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Overview
The  significance  of the study  findings  are outlined  in this  section.  The
lack  of documentation  and its affect  on determining  whether  or not the
hypothesis  was  supported  is discussed.  In addition,  the reporting  processes  in
two  suspected  cases  of child  abuse,  one prior  to and  one  affer  hospital  training,
are compared.
Hypothesis
The  hypothesis  for  this  study  was  that  all children  seen  in the emergency
room  affer  the in-service,  whose  condition  or circumstance  were  reportable  as
child  maltreatment,  were  reported  to the  appropriate  child  protection  agency.
This  hypothesis  can not be supported  due  to the lack  of documentation  in the
sample  of children's  medical  records  that  were  reviewed.  While  it appears  that
the most  obvious  cases  of abuse  were  identified  and reported  in the sample
records,  inadequate  documentation  made  it impossible  to rule out child  abuse
in many  of the "accidental"  cases.
In the post-training  accidental  injury  group,  36%  of the children  were  8 years
of age  or younger.  Of the 36%,  over  one-quarter  of the  children  were  under  the
age  of 1.  In the  case  of accidental  injuries,  none  of the medical  records  had
documentation  that  the presenting  injury  was  consistent  with  the explanation
given  by the parent.  The  main  concern  with  children  < 8 years  of age is their
inability  to communicate  or be accurate  historians,  especially  in the presence  of
their  parents.
For  the purposes  of this  study,  it was  assumed  that  children  > 8 years  of age
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would  have  the ability  to provide  an explanation  of the accidental  injuries.  This
age  category  is of less  concern  to this  researcher  due  to the  fact  that  the
majority  of the presenting  injuries  were  school/sports  related.  It appeared  that
the injuries  were  consistent  with  the explanation  provided.  However,  in most
cases  this  was  not documented  by the emergency  room  personnel.  This
documentation  would  prove  to be helpful  regardless  of the obvious  connection
between  the story,  injury  and  the age of the child  because  it provides  evidence
that  the  child  was  screened  for  possible  abuse.
This  lack  of documentation  is supported  by the research  done  by Orr  (1978)
and  Chamberlin  (1971  ). Using  the assumption  that  chart  documentation  relates
to the  quality  of services  provided,  (Lyons  & Payne,  1974)  it might  be further
assumed  that  the medical  professionals  in the emergency  room  are not
investigating  the credibility  of explanations  in relation  to accidental  injuries.
There  is evidence  that  this  happened  on at least  one  occasion  in the setting
where  this  study  was  conducted.  During  a record  review  for  the child  abuse
team,  it was  discovered  that  a 2 year  old child  appeared  in the emergency  room
with  a broken  fibula  and  tibia. The  explanation  given  by the parent  was  that  he
had  put  the  baby  to bed  and later  found  him crying.  There  was  no history  of
injuries  according  to the parent.  The physician  failed  to recognize  that  the injury
could be inconsistent  with  the explanation.  During  a physician  training  on child
abuse,  Dr Robert  Segal  (1992)  indicated  that  falls'<  3 feet  rarely  cause  fractures.
In this case, there was no fall indicated. The  nursing  staff  recognized  the need
to investigate further;  the  physician  did not. After  consultation  with  the police,
the  child  was  released  to his parents.  The  social  worker  followed  up and  found
that the  case  had  been  reported  to child  protection  by the hospital  from  which
the child  had  first  been  transferred.
If emergency  room  personnel  fail to determine  the credibility  and consistency
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of exp(anations  given,  a child  could  be returned  to a home  situation  where
his/her  life could  quite  literally  be in danger.  In addition,  the  hospital  would  in
effect  be supporting  the cycte  of violence  and would  be missing  the opportunity
to provide  treatment  and support  to the  family.
Failing  to report  child  abuse  presents  a risk  for  the mandated  reporter.  In
Minnesota,  any  mandated  reporter  who  suspects  child  abuse  and  does  not
report  it cou(d  be prosecuted  and  found  guilty  of a misdemeanor.  The potentiaf
for  malpractice  and  disciplinary  action  by the staff's  professional  board  is also
present.  In addition,  both  the hospital  and medical  staff  could  be at risk  for  not
thoroughly  investigating  the presence  of suspected  child  abuse.
In summary,  the hypothesis  can not be supported  due  to the  lack  of
documentation.  Hence  no gap  in reporting  was  identified.  In addition,  the lack
of documentation  made  it impossible  to identify  the effectiveness  of the hospital
educational  efforts  and other  interventions  intended  to increase  accurate
detection  and reporting  of child  abuse.
Race  and Residence
The  review  of medical  records  stimulated  additional  questions  in terms
of the reporting  practices  of the emergency  room  personnel.  Hampton  &
Newberger  (1985)  found  that  race  was  one of the factors  that  had the most
impact  on child  abuse  reporting  in hospitals.  Citing  Gelles  (1975),  Hampton  &
Newberger  (1985)  noted  that  "In selectively  ignoring  the prevalence  of child
abuse  in more  affluent,  majority  homes,  we may  be perpetuating  a myth  that
child  abusers  are out  there,  and  that  homes  like ours  are free  of violence"  (p.
59).  Because  the patient  population  of this  hospital  is mainly  middle-class  and
Caucasian,  the question  can  be posed  whether  the emergency  room
personnel's  beliefs  about  child  abuse  has an effect  on their  reporting  behavior.
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While  this  concern  is beyond  the  scope  of this  study,  it might  be useful  to
consider  for  future  research.
The  children's  place  of residence  was  tracked  in an attempt  to identify
potential  hospital-hopping.  Often,  parents  who  are abusing  their  children  will
switch  from  hospital  to hospital  in an effort  to avoid  being  detected.  A child  who
lives  in an area  well  outside  the "normal"  service  area  of the hospital  is an
indicator  that  questions  need  to be asked  of the parent.  In the cases  reviewed,
there  were  several  outstate  residences  listed. However,  it was  apparent
through  the documentation  in the record  that  they  were  visiting  the Twin  City
area. The  majority  of the patients  were  drawn  from  Minneapolis  and
surrounding  suburbs  which  were  close  in proximity  to the hospital.  The  data
collected  does  not indicate  hospital  hopping  is a problem  among  the records
sampled.
Case  Review
Two  cases  of child  abuse  were  reported  in the sample;  one in the pre-
training  group  and  one  in the  post  training  sampie.  A brief  description  of each
case  follows:
CASE  ONE:  The  patient  was  a 5 year  old female  who  presented  with  a
history  of seizures.  The  patient  had linear  contusions  across  her  face.
According  to the medical  records,  it appears  the child  was  released  to the
parent
CASE  TWO:  The  patient  was  a 15 month  old male  brought  to the emergency
room  by a neighbor.  The  neighbor  was  unable  to locate  the child's  mother  and
brought  the child  to the hospital  because  she was  concerned  about  vomiting
and  diaper  rash. Upon  examination,  it was  discovered  that  the child  had a
human  bite to the abdomen.  The  child  was  taken  by police  to a shelter  for
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protective  custody.
Several  similarities  exist  between  the  two  reporting  circumstances.  First,
although  county  child  protection  services  were  called,  in neither  case  was  a
hospital  social  worker  notified.  It is important  to note,  however,  that  in the  pre-
training  case,  there  was  no on-call  social  worker  program  in place  and  the  child
presented  affer  regular  business  hours.  The  second  case,  however,  occurred  in
November,  1992,  9 months  after  the  on-call  program  had  been  established.
The  presence  of a social  worker  in either  of these  cases  could  have  been
helpful;  they  are  trained  in dealing  with  abuse  and  are  responsible  for  seeing
that  all steps  of the  child  abuse  protocol  are  followed.
From  attendance  at the  child  abuse  resource  meetings,  this  researcher
learned  that  in at least  two  other  reporting  circumstances,  social  workers  were
not  notified  on a timely  basis.  On one  occasion,  an 8 year  old boy  presented  to
the  emergency  room  with  a fractured  nose.  His mother  became  anxious  while
waiting  for  the  child  to be seen  by the  physician.  She  left  with  the  patient  only  to
return  a short  time  later.  The  mother  ended  up Jeaving  a second  time  without
the  child  having  been  seen  by the  physician.  The  social  worker  was  notified
two  hours  after  the  child  first  presented  in the  emergency  room.
On the  second  occasion,  a 3 year  old girl  who  was  suspected  of having
been  sexually  abused  presented  in the  emergency  room  2 and  1/2  hours  prior
to the  social  worker  having  been  notified.  The  patient  was  in the  emergency
room  for  4 hours  before  being  transferred  to the local  children's  hospital.
Having  the  social  worker  involved  early  in these  cases  could  have  expedited
this  process.  It should  be noted  that  as the  result  of these  cases,  social  workers
are  now  notified  when  the  child  presents  in triage  with  suspected  abuse  rather
than  waiting  until  the  child  is moved  to an examination  room.
The  examples  listed  above  are not  an adequate  representation  of what
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occurs  in every  potential  reporting  situation.  However,  these  cases  seem  to
suggest  that  the  emergency  room  staff  needs  information  on the  value  of using
social  workers  as consultants  in these  cases.
In the  two  selected  case  examples,  there  was  a slight  increase,  (from
43%  to 46%),  in the number  of steps  completed  in the  child  abuse  protocol.  In
the  case  which  presented  affer  the training,  county  paperwork  was  completed
and  the  response  from  child  protection  was  documented.  While  this  is an
important  finding,  it is unclear  whether  this  can be attributed  to training  or if it is
the result  of the  general  knowledge  and skills  of the staff  who  were  on duty  the
evening  the  child  came  into  the emergency  room.
The  two selected  case  examples  also illustrated  that  several  additional
areas  were  not documented  or did not occur.  These  include,  but are not limited
to: referrals  made  for  domestic  violence,  adequate  interviews  of family
members,  potential  support  services  explained,  the role of child  protection
explained,  and  the charts  lacked  the appropriate  documentation  which  is
forwarded  to child  protective  services.  The emergency  room  personnel  are to
be commended  for  taking  the responsibility  for reporting  these  cases.  However,
it must  be noted  that  the completeness  and thoroughness  of the reports  are
critical  points  that  can influence  whether  or not a case  is opened  by child
protective  services.  The  social  worker  can assist  in this  process.
Summary
The  hypothesis  can not be supported  due  to the lack  of documentation  in
the medical  records  reviewed.  The lack  of documentation  also  made  it
impossible  to identify  the effectiveness  of hospital  educational  efforts  intended
to increase  the  detection  and reportirig  rates  of child  abuse.
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SECTION  SIX: LIMIT  ATIONS
Overview
While  this  study  has many  potential  uses,  it is necessary  to examine  the
limitations  as well. As they  relate  to this  study,  limitations  including  sample  size,
generalizeability  of findings,  researcher  assumptions,  and  definitional  issues
are  discussed  in this  section.
Study  Perimeters
In an attempt  to reduce  the likelihood  of sample  bias,  all children  seen  in
the emergency  room  during  the  specified  time  period  were  included  in the study
population.  The  total  population  from  which  this  sample  was  drawn  consisted  of
2,626  medical  records.  While  100  records  were  examined,  this  may  not have
been  an adequate  sample  size  from  which  to generalize,  with  confidence,  the
findings  to the total  number  of records.  In addition,  this  resulted  in a review  of
only  two  reported  cases  of child  abuse  within  the sample.  The  two  records
examined  can not be interpreted  to be representative  of the manner  in which  all
suspected  cases  of child  abuse  were  reported.
For  the purposes  of this  study,  it was  assumed  that  non-accidental
illnesses  were  not indicators  of child  abuse.  The rationale  for  this  was  that  non-
accidental  illnesses  are not likely  due  to child  maltreatment.  However,  this
assumption  presents  a study  limitation  because  it fails  to consider  that  a child
presenting  with  an illness  may  also  be a victim  of child  abuse.
As discussed  earlier,  child  abuse  is a poorly  defined  term  which  resulted
in a subjective  process  involving  this author's  judgement  regarding  the
application  of current  law and a risk  scale  to medical  records  in determining  the
existence  of child  abuse.  In an effort  to reduce  personal  interpretation  bias,  this
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author  discussed  the  state  law and  risk  factors  with professionals  in the  field
who  have  expertise  in these  areas.
The  Protective  Intervention  Assessment  (Minnesota  Department  of
Human  Services,  date  unknown)  was  used  as a guideline  in determining
whether  or not potentially  reportable  cases  of abuse  exist. While  assessments
of this  type  have  the potential  to be very  useful,  they  have  not been  empirically
tested  (McDonald  & Marks,  1990).  The  re!ationship  between  the  various  risk
factors  and  confirmed  cases  of child  abuse  has not been  identified.  Therefore,
there  is no certainty  that  the application  of these  risk  factors  to the medical
records  resulted  in an adequate  reflection  of the occurrence  of child  abuse.
However,  for  the purposes  of this  study,  an assumption  was made  that  the risk
factors  are accurate  indicators  of child  abuse.
The  two  iSSueS  noted  above,  child  abuse  definition  and  the  questionable
relationship  to identified  risk  factors,  are threats  to validity.  However,  the
definitions  and  instruments  being  used  are the most  widely  accepted  and  best
measures  that  are currently  available.
This  study  also  has low internal  validity  because  it fails  to control  for
extraneous  variables.  The variables  affecting  reporting  which  were  discussed
in the literature  review,  such  as confidence,  the abuse  situation  and
confidentiality  (Kalichman  et al., 5 990),  may have  had more  of an impact  on
mandated  reporters  than  their  knowledge  of the reporting  requirements.  Hence,
the educational  program  may not have  been  a relevant  intervention  and
consequently  would  have  had little or no effect  on reporting  behavior.
Summary
Due  to time  constraints,  the  scope  of this  study  is relatively  small  focusing
on a manageable  number  of medical  records  (100). As a result,  only  two
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reported  cases  of suspected  child  abuse  were  present  in the sample.
Assumptions  made  by this  researcher  and  the subjectivity  related  to this  study
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c') For  purposes
















4n3S6  TRAININ(,.  INVESn(,ATION,  APPREHENSION:  REffiRTS 1)240
Subd. 3a. Repon o{ deprivation of parental rights. A person rr,andated to re ,n
under sutdivision 3, who Rnows or has reason to know of  a violation  of SeC:10ri 609,z(,
shall repon the im-ormauon to the local polic: depanment or the county she:irT. R5ipl
by a iocai welfare ageacy of a repon or rioufication of a repori or a violation os SeC:l0H
609.26 shall not be construed to invoke the duties of subaivision  10. 10a. or 1@5.
Subd 4. Immunity from )iabiliry. (a) The foilowing persons are immune  from any
civil  or criminal  liability  that otherwise might result from their  actions, ir they aq  a,
ing  in good  faith:
(1) any person maping a voiuntary or mandated repon under subdivision 3 0r
under section 626.5 561 or assisting in an assessment under this section or under section
626.5561;
(2) any sociai worker or supervisor empioyea by a local welfare agericy complying
with  subaivision lad or the provisions  of  se=ion  626.5561:  and
(3) any public or private school, facility  as defined in subaivision 2, @y the
employee 6r any public or private  schooi or facility  wtio permits  access by a loaf  Wel-
fare agericy or local law enrorcement agericy and ASSISTS in an investigation  or asses5-
ment  pursuant  to subdivision  10 or  under  seaion  626.556i.
(b) A person who is a supervisor or sociai worker employed by a locai Welfare
agericy complying  with subaivisions  !O and 11 or any related ruje or provision  of law
is immune ':rom anv civil  or criminal  liaoiiity  that might otherwise resuit from the per-
sorls  ataons,  if  the  person  is acting  in good  faith  ana exercising  due  care.
(c') This suoaivision  does aot provide immunity  to any person for 't-ailure to make
a required repon or for committing  negiect. pnysicai abuse, or sexual abuse ofa child-
(di If  a person wt+o makes a volumary  or manaatory repon ander subdivision  3.
prevails in acivii  aaion  from which the person has be=ri g;ranted immunity  under thi5
subdivision,  the  coun  may  award  the perion  attorney  fea  and  costs
Subd. 4a. Retaliation  prohibited- (ar An employer of  any pe*on  required to make
repons under su"oaivision 3 shail not repliate  against the pe!'ion  for reponing  in good
faith abuse or neglect pursuam to this sec:zon. or against a cBiid with respect to wtiom
a report  is made.  because  or the  repon
(b) The employer  of-ar,y person required to repon under subt'ivision  3 who  retali-
ates against the person because or a repon or abuse or negje:t is liable to that  person
for  aczual  damages  and.  in addiuon.  a perialty  up io S 1,000.
(c) There shall be a re6uttaole  presumpuon that any adverse action within  90 days
of a repon is retaiiator:.  For purposes of this parigrxph.  the term  -adverse  ac'iion"
rerers to ac'.ion takeri 'bv an employer of a person required to report under subdivision
3 which is invoived  in a repon agamst the person making the report  or the  child  with
respect to wnom the repon was made tyecause of the repon, and inc!udes.  but is not
limited  to:
(if discharge. susperision. te:'minauon. or transiaer rrorri :he  facility,  institution,
5(hool.  or agezcy:
(:)  discharge  rrom or te:'mination  oJ- employme:':t:
(3) demotion  or reduction  in remuneration  f'or ser,'ices:  or
(4') restriction  or prohiaoiuon of access to the fac'.iity,  institution,  school,  agency,
or persons  affiliated  wuh  it.
Subd. 5. Malicious  and reckless reports.Any  pe*on  who knowingly  or recUessly
makes a false repon under the provisions or this  sec:ion  shall be liable  in a civil  suit
for anv actual damages sufered bv the person  or  pezons  so reponed and  ror any  puni-
ttve damages set by the coun ar Jur'v'.
Subd. ei. F*lure  to report.A  person mandaied  by this  sec:ion  to repon  who  knows
or has reason to beiieye that a i:hrid  15 neglec:ed or pnysic:illy  or sexually  abused.  as
dertned ;n subdtvtsion 2, or has beez neglected or pnssicall>  or sexually  abused  within
the prcc:aing three years. and i-:iiis io repon is guiir>  oi-a  misdemeanor.
Subd. 6a. Fsiilure to norif;. lr a loc:il  weffarc age:a.ci' recc:ves  a repon  under  subdi-
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vi510n 3. parigrpn  (ai or (b) ana raiis !O notiry  the locai  polic:  6epar.mezt  or coumy
59cff.T  as r:ahir:a  aoy suo.:ivisicn  3. paragraon  tai  or (bi,  the pezon  *aithi:'i  the agezc);
wno ;s r::ponst'oie  ':or =.sunng  !hat  rrotsfic:non  ts maae  snail  be suite::  to aiscipiinary
ac:ton  m xe:pmg  with  the ag:r>cyas ex+sung  poiic);  or calle:',sve  bargarr.ing  agre:me:ait
(HI aisc:piine  of  :ipiove:s.  Sr a locai  police  depanmerit  or a coumy  sherirT  receives  a
(<por,  under  subdivts>on  3, paragrapn  (a) or (b) and fails  to notxry  the local  welfare
age"IC:; aS required  by subaivysion 3, paragraph(a')  or (b),  the person  within  the police
depar:mem  or countv  sherifl's  offic:  wt>o is responsiaoie  for  ensuring  that  notification
i5 :haae  snail  be subjec:  to aisctpiinary  ac:son  tn ke:ping  with  the agencvas  e,iszing  pol-
icsa or colle:!xve  )sargzining  agre:ment  on disc:piine  of  employe:s.
Suoa. 7. Report.An  orai  repor.  shall  be made  immeaiately  by telephone  or other-
wise.An  orai repon  maae  by a person  required  under  suBdivxsion  3 to repon  shall  be
foilowea  wubin  7:  hours.  exciussve  of  we:xeri6s  ana  hoiidays.  by a repon  in writing
to the appropriate  police  aepanme:tt.  the coumy  sne:iff  or local  welfare  ageacy.  Any
zpon  shail  be of  sufficient  contem  to identify  the child.  any person  beiieved  to be
responstole  f'or the atuse  or  negiec:  of  the  chiid  if  the person  is known,  the nature  and
exteat  of  thae abuse  or  negler.  and  the name  ana  address  of  the  reponer.  Wnttert  repons
zc:ivea  bva  potice  &epanmerxt  or *ihe COunt'!  snersrT  snail  be forwarded  immeaiateiy
to the local  weifare  agericy.  Tne  poiice  aeganrr.erit  orthe  county  sneffrT  may  ke:p  copies
O! reports  re=:ivea  !av thei.  Cooies  or wr'iffert  ?pOnS  re::ived  bv a local welfare
depar.mezt  snail  'ae rorwarde:  immeaiate!  ' to :he locai  polic:  aepanment  or the
cauaty  sner'.rT.
a wnne:  capy  or  a repor';  maintamea  by pe:sonneE  or  ageric:'es.  other  aihan we!fare
or !aw  erirorc:rrse=t  agerzcie=.  wruci  are suo3e=  to cnapter  13 snail  be :onfiaeriuai.  An
inaiviapai  suo3ect  or tri= repon  may  obtain  ac:=s  to the originai  repon  as provided  by
suoaivision  kl-
Su6d  S. Endence  not priviieged.  No  evydezc:a  reiating  to the negle::  or abuse  or
a ='rii:ia or to any pnor  incidersts  of  negle::  or  abuse  invoiving  any  of  the same  per'sons
ac:psed  or  aegie=  or  abuse  shail  be :xciuaea  in any  proce',aing  ansing  out  of  the  dleged
ncs,ie::  or pnysical  or sexual  abuse on the grounas  or priviieg=  se: forJh  in secuon
595.0:,  suoaiiaision  1. parigrapn  (at, (al  or (gi.
5q'0(:,  9, }(ssidatory  repomng  to a medim  examiner  or coroner.  %Thex a pe:ton
auir:i  ;O r=:sor.  unaer  :he  provtstons  or- sub6iv'+ston  3 krtows  or  has reason  so beiieve
a c:auid has aied  as a res'alt  or  negle::  or  pnysical  or  sexual  aouse.  the person  snail  repor
tha: inrormation  to the appropriate  meaicai  examiner  or coroner  instea6  of  The local
wei5ar:  ag:acy,  poiic:  aepanmeu.  or coumy  sherirT. ffe6iml  examiners  or comners
snalI ootffy  the local  weJare  ageac',; or  poiic:  aepar;mext  or  county  sheriff  in instanc:"i
in wrucB  they  kiieve  that the c=iia has 4iea as a result  or riedec: or pnystcai  or sexual
aouse.  T'n:  medical  examiner  or coroner  snail  compiete  an investigation  as soon  as fea-
si'ole and repon  the finaings  to the police  aepanmern  or county  sherirT  and the IOC:11
weifar:  ageac),'. If  the cniid was re::xvtng  servtc:s  or treatmerit  for  me:ual  illness.  men-
from  an ag:zcy,  faciiity,  or  program  as aeinea  in se::ion  245.91,  the  medical  examiner
or caroner  shall  aJso aotify  and repori  finairrgs  to the omoudsman  estaoiisned  under
Subd,  10. Duties  or lod  velfare  agency  and load  lsix eiorcement  qency  upon
receipt  or n report-  (al Sr the repon  alleges  neglect,  physical  aouse,  or sexual  abuse by
a parerii.  guaraian,  or  individual  func',iomng  uaithin  the family  unit  as a persori.  respon-
siaoie for the chiidl  >re.  the local we!far:  age:icy  shall  immediateiy  conduct  an :issess-
meai  an.: offer  prote::ive  social  se:yic:s  ror purposes  or  preveriting  funher  abuses.
eii-ar:  ag:r.c>' snall  coordinate  the plannirr;  and :xe:ption  of their  respecuve  investi-
g:'t!on  and aSSe'-Snne!lt  C-FiOnS iO a%'Ola a duptic:ition  of- tact-finding  :ffons  and multiple
Int:  !'V  le%  S, EJCh  agerlC:;  sriall  prc  par:  a Se paraai:  repor:  Of tFle resul!s  Or ItS InVeSllg:lIlOn.
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Eie*  rie=ssar,; arhe iocai a.ueifare agezty snall se:R authonty to red'hove ;he child f'r0@
:he =sto6y  oi-a pare:'a. zuanaian, or aauit anth wnom the chiid is !iving. In pefformiHg
any oi- thes= ,juues.  she !ocai weifare  agericy snail maintain  appropnate  records,
(bl Wheri a locai agericy receives a repon or otherwise has inform.ation indicating
that s cf'ii2a who is a clierit. as defined in section 245.9 1, has been the suo3ect of pnySlcal
abuse ar :>eJeci  at an agericy, faciiity,  or program as defined in sec'iion 245.91,  it shall,
in addition to its other aunes under this section. immediateiy inrorm the omoudsman
estaolisnea  tinder  secnons  :45.91  to :'45.97.
(ci Authority or the local weifare age:icy responsiaole for assessing the child  abuse
repon and of the locai law eaforc=rnerit  age=ic); for investigating the alleged abuse
includes. But is nor limited to, authority to inteme',v, without  parerital  consezt,  the
alleged victim and any other  minors who currextly reside with orwno haye  resiaea  with
the alleged perpetrator. The interview may take piac: at scnool or at any facility  or other
piac= where  the alleged  vicum  or other  minors  might  be found  and may  take  place out-
siae the presenc:  of  the perpetrator  or parent,  legal custodian,  pardian.  or school  Offi-
ciai. Except  as proviaea  in this  paragrapn,  the pareat,  !egal custodian.  or guardian  shall
be notified  by the responsioole local  welfare  or law erirorcement  agericy  rio later  than  the
conciusion  or  the investigation  or assessment  that  ms  imeSew  has occurrea.  Notwith-
staning  ruie 49.02 ot the Minnesota  ruies  of  proc=aure  €or juvenile  couns.  the juveaiJe
courr  may, zr'ter he:iring  on an ex pane  motion  by The locai welfare  agericy,  oraer  that,
wnere reasonaBie  cause exists, The agency  withhola  notificatzon  or this inteSew  from
the parext.  Iegai custodian.  or guardian.  If  the inte%ew  took  piac= or is to me  place
on school proper'ty,  the order  shall  speciry  that  scffool  officials  may  not  disciose  to the
parext.  iei  custodian,  or guardian  the contezts  or the notification  of  interit  to int5y-
view the child  on scBooi property,  as provided  under  this paragraph,  and any other
reiated  iniaormation  regarding  the interview  that may be a part of  the child's  school
record-A  copy of  the order  shail  be se=t  by the local  weifare  or law eriforc=rneat  agericy
to The appropriate  school  offic'.al-
(dl Whe:x ;he !ocal  weffare  or locai law eafforc=ierit  ageaq;  determines  That an
inteyew  snouia  take piac:  on school  properr'ya,  writtea  riotification  or  interit  to inter-
v'iew the chiia on school  property  must  be rec:ivea  !:)Y school  offic::ais prior  '.o the inter-
view.  Tne aonficauon  snail  inciude  the name or  The c!ziid to u  imerviewed.  the purpose
or the imerview,  and a reference  to the statutor,a  authonty  to conauc:  an imerview  on
sciooi  propeay.  For  interviews  conduced  by the !ocd  weifare  agericy,  the notification
stiaLl be signea by rhe chair  of  the county  welfare  board  or the chair's  desigrie=.  The  noti-
fication  shall  aoe private  data on individuais  subject  to the provisions  of  this  paragraph.
Sc:tool  officials  may not  disclose  to the pare:m, legal cpstodian,  or guardian  the comerits
or The aotification  or any other  related  inrormation  regarding  the interview  untff  noti-
fied in writing  by the local  welfare  or law enfort,'neat  ageacy that  the investigation  or
assessment has been concluded.  Until  that time. The local welfare  or law eriforc:ment
agericy shall be soieiy  responsible  for  any disclosures  regarding  the nature  or the .lSSeSS-
me!lt  Or InVeStlgatlOn
Exce'pt wnere the alleged  perpetrator  is belieyea  :o be a school  official  or employee,
the ume  and place, ana manner  of  the internew  on scjool  premises  shall  be within  the
discretion  or school  officials,  but  the local  welfare  or law enforcemerit  agericy  shall  have
the exciusive  authority  to determine  who may atterid  the interview.  The conditions  as
to urr,e, piacc, arid rrianner  of  the internew  set by the SC!2001 officials  shail  be reasonable
and the tnteriiew  shall be conduc'.ed  not more than 24 hours after  the receipt  of  the
notification  unless another  time is considered  ner;ssary  by agreemerit  betweeri  the
scBcol officials  and the !ocal weifare  or law eriforcr:mest  :igexy.  Wbere  the school  fails
to comply  w'ith the prov'isions  or  this parigr:ipn.  the )uverule  coun  may  order  the school
to compl>.  Eyery efon  must  be made to reduce :he disr..iption  or the educational  pro-
gram of the child,  other  studezts,  or school stsT 'hnea an intezaiew  !S conducted  on
school prermses.
(e) 'A'here the perpetr:itor  or a peaon  re=por,sioie  ror the care of  the  alleged  victim












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i  neglect. Sr '.he repon alleges ;nedical negie:i as definea in sec:ion
 :60.015, subdivi-
sion :a. :lause (5j, the 'ioc:xi aheifare ageac): stiail. in adaiiion to its other duiies
 under
this se::ion. immediareiy consult wnh designated hosmtal starT
 
and 'uitn the parent5 of
!Fle rntant !O Venl'j  lhaZ appropnaie nutntzon. n9arall0n. and
 
meaicauon are aoe:ng py(>
vided: and shall immediateiy secure an indeperiderit medicai
 reiiew or the infanl'5
medical chans and records and. ir necessary, seek a coun order
 
for an indeperideBl
medicai examination of the infant. ff the review or examination
 le:ids to a conclusiorl
or medical neglec'.. the age".c;: shall interverie on benalf or the
 infant )ry initiating legal
proceedings under section :60.131 and by filing an expeaited
 
motion to greverit the
withholding  of  medically  indicated  treatmem.
Suo6. lad. Noti&ation of neglect or abuse in a faciiity. (ai Wheri a repon
 is
receiyea that alleges negiec'., pnysical abuse, or sexuai abuse of
 
a cniid while in the Care
oi  a faciJity require&  to be licensed pursuant  to sections
 :45A.01  to 245A.  16. the Cam-
missioner  or local  welfare  agency  investigating  the
 repon shall proviae the  following
information  to the parent,  guardian,  or legal custodian
 of a child alleged to have been
neglecied.  physicaily  aoused. or sexually abused: 
The aame of  the facility;  the fact  that
a report  aileging  negiect. pnysi>l  akiuse, or sexuai
 atiuse or a child  in the facility  has
'oeeri received:  the  nature  ot the alleged neglect.
 
physical abuse. or sexuai abuse; t831
the  agenty  is conduc'.ing  an investigation:
 
any  proteczive  or  corrective  measures  being
taxex  periding  the  outcome  or the investigation:
 
ana that a wntten  memorinaum  will
)oe provide&  wneri  the  invesugauon  is compietea-
(b'i The  commissioner  or local  weifare  agericy  may
 also proviae  the  im-ormati0@
in paragapn  (ai to the  pareru,  guardian.  or legal
 custoian  or any  other  chiid  in the
faclity  if  The investigatzve  ageacy  knows
 or  has reason  to !oeiieve  the  allegea neglect,
pnysical  abuse,  or  sexual  abuse  has occprred.
 In  determining  whether  to exercise  this
authority,  the commissioner  or local  weifare
 agericy  snail consider  the  seriousness  @{
the alleged aeglect, physicai  abuse. or sexual abuse: the 'aumber
 
or children aileHedly
negiec:ed.  pBysicaily  abused.  or  sexually  
abused:  the aumtxr  of  alleged  perpe!ratOrS;
and  the !erigth  or  The invesuganon.  The  faciiity
 snail be aotified  wtieriever  this  disge-
tion  is e:cerc:sea.
(c) Whe:'i  the commissioner  or loc:ii  a-veifare  ager'.c);
 
uas compieted  its invesziga-
=ion.  eyery  pare=t.  zuardian.  or  legai  custodian
 
riotifiea  oF '.he investigauon  by the  com-
missioner  or locai  aueifare  agericy  sttaiI  be proviaea
 
with  the foilowing  mformation  in
a wnneri  mernorant'um:  the  name  or  the
 
facility  invesugatea:  the  riature  of  the alleged
negiec:.  physicai  abuse.  or sexual  abuse:
 the investxgatoras name:  a summary  of  the
investigauon  findings:  a staternem  whether
 
maltreaimest  was found:  and  aihe protective
or  correcnve  measures  that  are bezng  or  
w'aI be t.*ea.  Tne  memorandum  snail  be writ-
tea  in a manner  that  protects  the identity
 or the reponer  and  the  child  and  shall  
not
contain  the name.  or  to the  extent  possible,
 reveai  the  iaeuity  of  the  alleged  perpetrator
or or those  interviewed  aunng  the investigation.
 The  commissioner  or  local  welfare
agericy  stiall  also  provide  the  wntteri  mernor:inaum
 to the parem.  guardian.  or  legal  cus-
todian  oi- each cniid  in the (aclity  if  maltreatmerit
 is deiermined  to exist.
Subd.  l Oe. Determinations.  Upon  the  conciusion
 
or  every  assessmerit  or  investiga-
tion  it conduc'is.  the  local  weifare  ageacy
 shall  make  rwo determinations:  first,  whether
maltre:itmeru  has occurred:  :ind  second,
 whet.her  child  protective  servic:s  are needed.
(a) For  the  purposes  or  this  suodivision.  -malire:xtment"
 
means  any  of  the follow-
ing scxs or omisszons  committed  by a person
 responsible  for  the child's  c.ire:
(ll  physical  attuse  as defined  in suodivision  2, paragriph
 (d);
(:)  neglec:  as deined  in suaoaivision  :.  paragripn
 (c);
(31 sexual  abuse  as derined  in su5division  :.  parigriph
 (a); or
(41 meritai  injury  as ae6ned  in suodivision  Z. paragripti
 (k).
(bi  For  :he  purposes  ai'this  subdivision.  I determinauon
 that  child  proiecuve  ser-
vices  are neaed  me:lnS  aihat the !QC:11 welfare
 ageacy  has dx'amerited  condinons  during
the assessmcr'.t  or  tnvesugauon  suffic;ertt  ;o
 cause  a cntld  pvotcc:ion  worker,  as defined
in sec:ton  6:5.559,  suoatvtsion  !. to conc!ude  that
 a c:t!d  is at siHtficant  nsk  o(  mal-
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treltnale:l!  12 7CH:::lVe  :rlte.-a'e.-'tion  :s '=O;  proViae':  anC :na!  ;be  In(21  ViC:uars  r:SpOnSl-
bie 10r :ne  CnllC!aS C.f:  '!la'-ae :1C! take'.. O'  QrC  nC)!  !lKto!'- iO  :aXe :lC:10nS  io proi=:  :ne
chil6  rrom  rriai'.r=atmerit  or =sj:  oi'  :'rigi:r=tm::'i:.
(C} This sucaivision  6oes  not  mean  that  maitre:itieru  has oc:ur.e6  soleiy  6e::iuse
the childas paresz.  guardsan.  or other  person  respons;oie  for  the  chiidas c:zre iri good
faith  seieC!S  an&  aepeads  upon  spiritual  MEANS  or  prayer  For ire:itmerit  or  care  or  disease
or remedial  care  of  the  criiid.  in liea  or  meaical  care.  However.  ir  lack  of  medical  care
mav  result  in immmerit  and  seaous  aanter  to the  cniidas health-  the  local  weifar:  agericy
may  ensure  that  necessary  medic:if  sezic:s  ar:  provia:ti  to the  child
Suod.  10 €. Notice  of  determinations.  Withm  ter'. worxine  davs  of  the  conciusion  or
an assessmerit  the  local  weifar:  agerici  shall  notiF'v  the parerit  or  guardian  or the chiid
of  the aetermmauons  Within  ten worLng  aays  or  compieting  an invesugation  or a
licerised  faciiity,  the  local  we!fare  agericy  snail notiF'y  the  person  alleged  to be rnaltreat-
ing the child. the aireaor  of  the faciiit>:  and the  parerit  or guardian  or  the cnila  of  the
determinauons.  In addition  to the aetermmations.  the  nouce  shall  include  the  length
of  time  that  the  re:ords  wiil  be kest  unaer  suo6ivision  i Ic.  Wheri  there  is no  de:ermina-
tion  or  :ither  maltreatmeat  or a ne:j  ror servic:s.  trie riotic:  shall  also inciuae  the
allegea  perpe:raoras  .igrt  zo have  the records  destrovea.
- Saga. lag. Interstate  data  excnange.All  repons  and  re:or6s  createa.  colle:::d.  or
maintained  under  :his  se=ion  !ay a loc:i  soc:ai  ser,aic:  agericy  or law  e:xrorc:ient
agezc:;  may  6e 6isciosed  to a local  soc:,ai  servic:=  sr  otner  :Biia  weifare  agezc::  or anotner
szate wnez  the ageric',a  c:rufi=s  that:
(1') tne repons  and re:ords  are rie:=sar>a  in order  :o conauc:  an invesngauon  or
acions  uiat  wouia  quaiiry  as sey.uai  abuse,  ;inysicai  abuse.  or  neQe::  under  this  se::ion:
and
(Z'! the repons  and  re:ori  will  'oe used  only  For purposes  or  a ciild  proteraon
asse=smerit  or investigation  and  wiil  riot be funher  aisciosed  to any  other  pe*on  or
agcaC'/.
To:  locai  soc:al  ser'rc:  :igeric';  or iaw  erirorc:arrie:'.oi  :ige=c);  in this  sute  scall  ke:p
a =:ara  or  ail re:or6s  or repons  ais:iosea  parsaan',  aiO this  suoaivision  anc  or  any
age'lcla  iO WnlCE'- :ne r::::)ras  Or repo!"':s  :ire alSC-'OSeC. I'- !n Inl'  Cafe: reC')raS  CF -.!:PANS
are disciosed  aoe5ore a ae=rminauon  is iaae  unaer  suoaiviszon  lOe. or  a aisco:cuion
or  ar.y  c:iminai  proc::aings  is re:6e:i.  :he  locai  sociai  sez'ic:  ag:xy  or  !aw  :rirorc:-
mezt  agericy  in this  state  snafl  rora;ar6  zne aexeymat:on  or  disposiuon  to any  aspricy
that  nas rec:ivea  any  repon  or re:ora  unaer  :tus  stsoaiv'ision.
Sued.  1i.  Records.  Exc:pt  as provit'e6  in su66ii.a'isions  10b.  10(;  lag,  :ina  ilb,  ail
recoras  conc:rning  inaiviaua!s  maimaine6  by aioc:ii  welfare  age:'ic',,'  under  this  sec',ion,
inciuaing  any  wnnex  rep-ons  filed  unt'er  suodivision  -.  snail  be private  eau  on indiiid-
uals.  exccpt  insorar  as copies  or repons  ar'  required  By suodivision  7 to be se:'u to the
lozi  polic:  aepar:merit  or  The coumy  snerirT.  Repons  rnaintamea  by  any  polic:  depan-
merit  or  the  caunty  snenff  shall  be pnvate  d.ita  on inaividuals  except  the  repor,s  shall
be maae  avaiiaoie  !O the  investigating.  pe:uionmg.  or prosec'.iting  authority.  Secion
13.S:,  suodivisior.s  5. 5a. and  5ao. appiy  !O  law  eriforc::neat  aata  other  than  the :zpons.
Toe  weifare  board  shall  :'naRe  :iyaiiabie  to the inves'og:ting,  ;xiiuoning,  or  prose:'ating
authonty  any recoras  wnich  contain  inrormauon  re!ating  to a specific  inciderit  of
negle::  or abuse  wnich  is unaer  investigauon.  pe:iuoa.  or  prose:ation  and  inrormation
reiaung  to any  pnor  inc:d:rits  of  negie::  or abuse  invohing  any  of  the same  persons.
The  records  snall  be coiIected  and maintained  in ac:ardanc:  with  the provisions  of
chapter  : 3. In conauc:ing  invesugauons  and assess:'zer',is  pursvant  to this  se::ion,  the
nouc:  requirea  by se:iior,  i 3.0-'.  suoaivision  :.  rie:a  riot  be provi&d  to a minor  ander
the :ig:  oi- te'. wnc  is :he  :iileg:a  vic'.:m  or  aouse  or :'iegie=.  Ari  individual  spb)c;.  of
a =:ard  stail  ::aa-ae ac=ss  io t:l:a  r::orc  !n ac:ara,:nc:  agii!". those  se=ioris.  :xc:pi  that
the riamc  ot- '.The r:poner  snali  aoe conrid:aa'.tiai  whii:  :ne repor.  is unt'er  assessmern  or
investigation  =ccpt  as otherwise  pcy,uiej  b> ;his  sa:oivisior...-!ny  pen  candutang
an investig:inori  or assessment  under  ihis  section  wric  iriteztionally  dis,=loscs  the ideri-
mv  oi' a repor.er  pnor  to the cample:icn  oi' the lnVeS:Ig:laliOn  or assessrncrit  is guilty  or
49
6:6.a%T'aR-A!Si:"(;.'--%l'ae-S'TlCAnON.APo-5'-HENS)0%JIEF")RT'; I 1',46
3 mis6e:'ne:iricr .-!i-i:r ;h: :ssessrh=.: or inv;z'.iciiar. is corripieiec. the :'iame or the
r:poner snail :ae :oririt%:'a,tiai. Thai: s:aie=  or :rie-r:po= rr;ay corripei 6isc;osi.ire  of t9;
name Of tne a'. :',Or::a. Onl,' a"fin Ln: COnSe'..: Ol a-n: .'-)Onea'. CF uDOn a Wr;tie:'i .'inainc  ':)l
lnC C)uo.. !!lat ;F)!o re',Or; WaS raise anc :nat toe-. e !S evtac!ThC: tnat Lbe repor  w35 7,3@;.
in baa raitn. Tms suoaivtsion aoes rio', aler 6isc:cscr: resoonsiaciiiues or o6iigatiori.s
unaer  Lhe ruies  or  cr"iminal  proc:6ur:.
Sutid. ! I a. Disciosure of informarion  not  required in cer'Thn es. Wne:'i. InleThieu'-
ing a mmor anarsuodivision  10. an in6iiiaual  6oes not include :he pareht or guar6i34
or the mmor ror purposes or section I =o:,  suBaivision  :.  wneri the pare:rit or guar&i3H
is the allegea  perpe'.rator  or  tne abuse or negie::.
SuBd i I b. Datx received from lsiq' enforcement.Ac:ive  law exrorc:zern  invesmg-
tive ita  rec:ivea :oy a iocai weifar'  ager,-),a unaer :his SEC:10n ar: confiaezual  aat:i -orl
inaiviauals.  Wheri this  aata Became  iriacive  in the law :rirorc:ieat  agezc),', the d3'q
are private  data  on in6iviauals.
Subd. I lc. %"effare arid scnool records mainr,4ned. Notwnhstanaing  sec'.ions  138,
163 and 13 8. :-.. records maimainea  or records aezvea from r:port;  or abuse aoy local
weifare age:ic=s  or scriools under  tnis se::zor, snail 6e aestroyea as provide=i  in para-
grapns  (ai to ic) by the responsi6ie  ausnori'rv.
(ai lr  upon assessmem  or investismtion  tner:  :S :10 aeie:wination  or- maltre:itme:u
or the ne:a ror cm]d protective  services.  the records may be maintained  for  a peSod
or rour  years.  :tt'ar  tj'ie :naiviauai  aile=a  to nave  :nai!r=ated  a c:iild  is notifiea  unaer
suoivision  lOf  or  the ae':eratunatsons  at '.he conclusion  or  the assessmer.t  or !n'!eSIl2a-
tion.  upon  tnat  inaiviauai's  reaues-,.  re:oras  snail  Be ,:ies:royea  withm  30 ivs.
(b) All  r::aras  reiaung  to *por.s  wnicEi.  upon  assessmern  or inves+igauon.  inai-
cate :atier  maitreatmer'.',  or  :1 ne:a  ror  cniid  prote.ive  servic:s  snail  be deszroyed  se'.aeri
yess  as-ter :he  aaxe or  the finai  eriirv  in The case re=ora.
(C) All  zcoras  rezaraing a repon  of rnaitre:umerit.  inciuding  any notifiotion  or
inte:it  to ime7iew  wnici  was received  by a school  under  subaivision  10. paragrapn  (d),
snail  be destroyed  !ay the scnooi  wner.  or6er=i  to ao so aoy the ag:acy  conaucing  the
assessm:=t  or :nvestigation.  T'iaze ag:aaay snaii  ora=  a.ne aestrucion  or  "he  zotificaiiop
wne:l  Otne'.  reC)ras  -, e2atlng '.0 :ne rffi')Or, una:-i  :r',VeStlg:l!lOn  or aSSe!Smen[  ar:
aestrovei  under  this  suoaisisior..
Suoc  ; :.  Duties  of  facilirv  oparators.A.qy  Ooe?.'r.  :zpiove:.  or '-'olum::r  Worker
at any €ac:iit;a wno ime=tionally  ne4e::s,  pnyszajly  abuses. or sexuaily abuses any cniid
in the aare or  :nat  raciiixy  mav  i  :narged  wuri  a vioiauon  oi-sec:ion  609.:55,  509.:-i7,
or o093=i  s. .Any operator  ot a faciiity  who  knoui"'ingiy  pens  condrnons  to exisz wnich
result  in rieje::,  physical  abuse. or sexual  abase ar a :nila  in the care or  tj'iat raciiitv
maV  be cnarge6  w'itn  a vioiauon  or  se=ion  609.:3  or 609.378.
Su5ti.  !3.  [Repealt":.  1988 c 625 s 9]
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